


Anorexia nervosa (AN) is classified into restricting type (ANR) and 
binge/purging type (ANBP).

ANR tend to use less social diversion, whereas ANBP tend to use 
more emotion-oriented  coping and less problem-oriented coping . 

AN was regarded as alterations in neuro-circuitry supporting 
inhibition and cognitive control. 

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether the neural 
activation during inhibition correlates the problem-oriented coping 
frequencies and binge eating behavior in ANBP.
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In coping behaviors, ANBP patients shows more behavioral 
disengagement, less positive replaisal, less humor and more self 
blaming than HC.

Other results are shown in the center of this poster.

Performance of response inhibition task was relatively low in ANBP.
High activation in lOFC was associated with a little use of problem 
oriented coping and frequent use of avoidance coping in ANBP. 
OFC involves evaluation and prediction of reward or punishment. X 
stimuli might be taken as punishment for ED patients. 
Results of correlation analyses suggest that sensitivity to punishment 
may prevent ANBP patients from problem oriented coping. 

Corretation Analyses in ANBP (One way ANOVA, p<0.05)

fMRI analyses (Contrast: NoGo vs Go, uncorrected p<.001)
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Performance of inhibition task in ANBP was lower than HC.
High activation in lOFC was associated with a use of problem 

oriented coping and frequent use of avoidance coping in ANBP. 
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